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0 Introduction
The theory of conformal structures arose in studying those properties of Riemannian and
pseudo-Riemannian manifolds that remain invariant under conformal transformations of
the metric. This theory was studied by many authors (see, for example, the paper [W 18]
by Weyl, who first defined the tensor of conformal curvature of a Riemannian manifold,
and the paper [C 23] by Cartan, who introduced an n-dimensional space with a conformal
connection).
Almost Grassmannmanifolds were introduced by Hangan [H 66] as a generalization of the
Grassmannian G(m,n). Hangan [H 66, 68] and Ishihara [I 72] studied mostly some special
almost Grassmann manifolds, especially locally Grassmann manifolds. Later the almost
Grassmann manifolds were studied by Goldberg [G 75], Mikhailov [M 78] and Akivis [A 82a]
in connection with the construction of the theory of multidimensional webs. Goncharov [Go
87] considered the almost Grassmann manifolds as generalized conformal structures.
Baston [B 91] constructed a theory of a general class of structures, called almost Hermi-
tian symmetric (AHS) structures, which include conformal, projective, almost Grassmann,
and quaternionic structures and for which the construction of the Cartan normal connec-
tion is possible. He constructed a tensor invariant for them and proved that its vanishing
is equivalent to the structure being locally that of a Hermitian symmetric space. In [Go
87], the AHS structures have been studied from the point of view of cone structures. Bailey
and Eastwood [BE 91] extended the theory of local twistors, which was known for four-
dimensional conformal structures, to the almost Grassmann structures (they called them
the paraconformal structures). Dhooghe [Dh 94] considered the almost Grassmann struc-
tures (he called them Grassmannian structures) as subbundles of the second order frame
bundle and constructed a canonical normal connection for these structures. The struc-
ture equations derived in [Dh 94] are very close to the structure equations of the almost
Grassmann structures considered in the present paper.
Note that in the current paper we consider the real theory of conformal and almost
Grassmann structures while in [Go 87], [B 91] and [BE 91] their complex theory was studied.
Although some of the authors who studied almost Grassmann structures proved that an
almost Grassmann structure is a G-structure of finite type two (see [H 80] and [M 78]), no
one of the authors went further than the development of the first structure tensor.
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In the current paper we present the main results on the theory of conformal and almost
Grassmann structures. The presentation is of survey nature, and as a rule, it does not
contain complete proofs (most of them can be found in the papers [A 82a, b; 83, 85], [AK
93], [G 75], [H 80], [M 78], and in our book [AG 96]). However, the paper contains some new
results, mostly related to the almost Grassmann structures. In particular, in a third-order
neighborhood we construct a complete system of geometric objects of the almost Grassmann
structure totally defining its geometric structure. The vanishing of these objects determines
a locally Grassmann manifold. As for conformal structures, the complete object of the
almost Grassmann structure is determined in a fourth order differential neighborhood.
In the theory of almost Grassmann structures, integrable and semiintegrable structures
play an important role. The integrable almost Grassmann structures are locally Grassmann.
The condition of semiintegrability of almost Grassmann structures was first found in [M 78].
However, the proof in [M 78] has been done in a certain reduced frame bundle. Unlike the
proof in [M 78], our proof in Section 4 is given in invariant form.
In the paper, we consider simultaneously the proper conformal structure CO(n) and the
pseudoconformal structures CO(p, q) of signature (p, q).
We find the common properties of conformal and almost Grassmann structures and
also the differences between them. In particular, we find the structure groups of these
structures and their differential prolongations. The structure group G of the conformal
structure CO(p, q) is represented in the form SO(p, q) × H, and the structure group of
the almost Grassmann structure in the form SL(p) × SL(q) × H, where SO(p, q) is the
special orthogonal group of signature (p, q); SL(p),SL(q) are the special linear groups of
order p and q, respectively; and H is the group of homotheties. For both structures, the
prolonged group G′ is isomorphic to the semidirect product G× T(n), where T(n) is the
n-dimensional group of parallel translations acting on M , and the × is the symbol of the
semidirect product, but n = p + q for the conformal structure and n = pq for the almost
Grassmann structure.
The almost Grassmann structure defines on the manifold M two fiber bundles Eα and
Eβ . For the conformal structure, these fiber bundles arise only if p = q = 2. For the
general almost Grassmann structure and the four-dimensional conformal structure, the first
nonvanishing structure tensor splits into two subtensors, which are the structure tensors of
fiber bundles Eα and Eβ . For four-dimensional conformal and almost Grassmann structures
the vanishing of each of these subtensors leads to integrability of the corresponding fiber
bundle.
1 Conformal Structures
1. It is known that at any point x of a pseudo-Euclidean space Rnq of signature (p, q), p+q =
n, there is an isotropic cone Cx(p, q) of second order with vertex at the point x. It is also
known that by compactification of the space Rnq one can construct a pseudoconformal space
Cnq of the same signature. The compactification mentioned above is the enlargement of the
space Rnq by the point at infinity, y =∞, and by the isotropic cone Cy with vertex at this
point:
Cnq = R
n
q
⋃
{Cy}
The space Cnq is a homogeneous space with the fundamental group
PO(n+ 2, q + 1) ∼=
{
SO(n+ 2, q + 1) if n is odd,
O(n+ 2, q + 1)/Z2 if n is even.
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Applying Darboux mapping, we can realize a pseudoconformal space Cnq on a hyper-
quadric Qnq in a projective space P
n+1. After reduction to a sum of squares, the left-hand
side of an equation of this hyperquadric will have p+1 positive and q+1 negative squares.
Under the Darboux mapping, to the isotropic cones of the space Cnq there correspond the
asymptotic cones of the hyperquadric Qnq which are the intersections of the hyperquadric
Qnq with its tangent subspaces:
Cx(p, q) = Q
n
q ∩ Tx(Q
n
q ), x ∈ Q
n
q .
Note that for q = 0, the cone Cx is imaginary, and for its consideration one must complexify
the tangent space Cx, i.e. to enlarge it to the space CTx = Tx ⊗C.
Consider a family of moving frames in the space Cnq , each of which is made up of two
points A0 = x and An+1 of general position and n independent hyperspheres Ai, i =
1, . . . , n, passing through these points. Under the Darboux mapping, this frame will pass
into a point frame of a projective space Pn+1 such that its points A0 and An+1 lie on
the hyperquadric Qnq , and the points Ai, form a basis of the (n − 1)-dimensional plane of
intersection of two n-dimensional planes which are tangent to Qnq at the points A0 and
An+1. If we denote by ( , ) the scalar product of points in the space P
n+1, then the frame
elements of the frames we have chosen satisfy the following analytical conditions:
(A0, A0) = 0, (An+1, An+1) = 0, (A0, Ai) = 0, (An+1, Ai) = 0. (1.1)
In addition, we normalize the points A0 and An+1 by the condition
(A0, An+1) = −1. (1.2)
We will not assume that the hyperspheres Ai are orthogonal and will write their scalar
products in the form
(Ai, Aj) = gij , i, j = 1, . . . , n. (1.3)
(cf. [C 23] and [Y 39]). In the space Pn+1, the hyperquadric Qnq has the following equation
with respect to the chosen frame:
gijx
ixj − 2x0xn+1 = 0. (1.4)
The quadratic form gijx
ixj is of signature (p, q), i.e. its canonical form contains p positive
and q negative squares.
We will write the equations of infinitesimal displacement of the moving frames in the
form
dAu = ω
v
uAv, u, v = 0, 1, . . . , n+ 1, (1.5)
where ωvu are differential 1-forms satisfying the structure equations of the space P
n+1:
dωvu = ω
w
u ∧ ω
v
w, (1.6)
which are the integrability conditions of equations (1.5). If we differentiate conditions (1.1)–
(1.3), we obtain the following equations which the forms ωvu satisfy:
ωn+10 = ω
0
n+1 = 0, ω
0
0 + ω
n+1
n+1 = 0,
ωn+1i − gijω
j
0 = 0, ω
0
i − gijω
j
n+1 = 0
(1.7)
and
dgij = gikω
k
j + gkjω
k
i . (1.8)
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By equations (1.7), only the forms ω00 , ω
i
0, ω
0
i and ω
j
i are linearly independent. In
addition, the forms ωji are connected with the fundamental tensor gij by equations (1.8).
The family of frames we have constructed in the space Cnq depends on (n+1)
2 parameters
but this number does not coincide with the number r of parameters on which the group
of conformal transformations of the space Cnq depends. The latter number is equal to
(n + 1)2 − 12n(n + 1) where the subtrahend is equal to the number of independent among
equations (1.8), i.e. r = 12 (n+ 1)(n+ 2).
Thus, the structure equations of the conformal space Cnq can be written as
∇g = 0,
dω = κ ∧ ω − θ ∧ ω,
dκ = −ϕ ∧ ω,
dθ = ϕ ∧ ω − θ ∧ θ + (gω) ∧ (ϕg−1),
dϕ = ϕ ∧ κ− ϕ ∧ θ,
(1.9)
where g = (gij),∇g = (dgij − gikω
k
j − gkjω
k
i ), ω = (ω
i) (where ωi = ωi0), κ = ω
0
0, θ =
(ωij), ϕ = (ω
0
i ), d is the operator of exterior differentiation, and ∧ is the symbol of exterior
matrix multiplication. Note that in all exterior products of 1-forms occurring in equations
(1.9) multiplication is performed row by column: for example, a detailed writing of second
equation (1.9) has the following form:
dωi = ω00 ∧ ω
i − ωij ∧ ω
j .
2. A generalization of a conformal space is a conformal structure CO(p, q) defined on a
differentiable manifold M of dimension n.
LetM be a differentiable manifold of dimension n = p+q defined over realsR. Consider
the frame bundle consisting of vectorial frames {ei} and the conjugate coframe bundle {ω
i}
consisting of 1-forms on M such that
ωi(ej) = δ
i
j .
Let g be a nondegenerate quadratic form of signature (p, q) (where p+ q = n):
g = gijω
iωj , i, j, k = 1, . . . , n. (1.10)
The form g defines a Riemannian metric onM , and the tensor gij = gji is its metric tensor.
The 1-form ω = {ωi} is a vectorial form with its values in Tx(M). This 1-form is defined in
the first order frame bundle over M .
A pair (M, g) is called a Riemannian manifold.
Two Riemannian metrics g and g given on the manifold M are conformally equivalent if
there exists a function σ(x) 6= 0, x ∈M , such that
g = σg.
Definition 1.1 A conformal structure on the manifoldM is the collection of all conformally
equivalent Riemannian metrics given on M .
We will denote such a structure by CO(p, q). Note that on the conformal structure
CO(p, q), the form (1.10) is relatively invariant, and on the Riemannian manifold (M, g), it
is absolutely invariant.
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Note also that if σ(x) > 0, then the forms g and g have the same signature, and if
σ(x) < 0, then the form g is of signature (q, p). Thus, the structures CO(p, q) and CO(q, p)
are equivalent: CO(p, q) ∼ CO(q, p).
The equation g = 0 defines in CTx(M) = Tx(M)⊗C a cone Cx of second order and of
signature (p, q) which is called the isotropic cone:
Cx = {ξ ∈ CTx(M)|g(ξ, ξ) = 0}.
Conversely, it is easy to see that the structure CO(p, q) is defined on a real manifold M
by a fibration of cones Cx of second order and of signature (p, q). Thus,
CO(p, q) =
(
M,
⋃
x∈M
Cx(p, q)|Cx ⊂ CTx(M)
)
.
The structure group G of the structure CO(p, q) is locally isomorphic to the subgroup
of GL(n,R) leaving invariant the cone Cx:
G ∼= SO(p, q)×H, p+ q = n,
where SO(p, q) is the special n-dimensional pseudoorthogonal group of signature (p, q) (the
connected component of the unity of the pseudoorthogonal group O(p, q)), H is the group
of homotheties, and ∼= is the symbol of local isomorphism.
In CTx(M), the action of the group G is as follows:
G = {γ ∈ SO(p, q)×H, ξ ∈ CTx(M)|
γTx = Tx, γ(ξ) = γ(ξ), γCx = Cx}.
It follows that the structure CO(p, q) is a G-structure of first order on M with the
structure group G.
3. Let us consider some particular cases and examples of CO(p, q)-structures.
First, if p = n and q = 0, then we have the proper conformal structureCO(n, 0) = CO(n).
In this case, the cone Cx is imaginary, and structural group G ∼= O(n) ×H. If 0 < q < n,
then we have a pseudoconformal structure. For this structure, the cone Cx is real. In
particular, if p = 1 and q = n−1, then we obtain a pseudoconformal structure of Lorentzian
type, and if 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 2, the CO(p, q)-structure is called ultrahyperbolic.
Example 1.2 Since there is an isotropic cone Cx of signature (p, q) at any point x of the
pseudoconformal space Cnq defined in subsection 1, this space carries a CO(p, q)-structure.
We will call the CO(p, q)-structure associated with the space Cnq conformally flat.
It is obvious that the quadric Qnq , which arises if one apply the Darboux mapping to the
space Cnq , carries also a conformally flat CO(p, q)-structure defined by the asymptotic cones
of Qnq (Cx = Q
n
q
⋂
Tx(Q
n
q )) (see subsection 1).
Example 1.3 Suppose that n = 4. Then there are three CO(p, q)-structures: CO(4, 0)-
(or CO(4)-), CO(1, 3)- and CO(2, 2)-structures.
On the CO(2, 2)-structure, the cones Cx carry two families of real plane generators, α-
and β-planes, that form the isotropic distributions Eα and Eβ on M . Thus, G ∼= SL(2) ×
SL(2)×H.
On the CO(1, 3)-structure, the cones Cx carry a family of real rectilinear generators and
two families of complex plane generators; Eβ = Eα and G ∼= SL(2,C)×H ∼= SL(2,C)×H,
and the groups SL(2,C) and SL(2,C) act concordantly on Eα and Eβ . Note that in general
relativity, Cx are light cones.
On the CO(4)-structure, the cones Cx are pure imaginary, Eα and Eβ are self-conjugate:
Eα = Eα; Eβ = Eβ ; G ∼= SU(2)×SU(2)×H, where SU(2) is the special two-dimensional
unitary group.
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4. The 1-form ω = {ωi} is defined in the bundle R1(M) of frames of first order. In
addition to this form, one can invariantly define a matrix 1-form θ = (ωij) and a scalar form
κ in the bundle R2(M) of frames of second order, and a covector 1-form ϕ = (ωi) in the
bundle R3(M) of frames of third order (see [AK 93]). All these forms satisfy the following
structure equations: 
∇g = 0,
dω = κ ∧ ω − θ ∧ ω,
dκ = −ϕ ∧ ω,
dθ = ϕ ∧ ω − θ ∧ θ + (gω) ∧ (ϕg−1) + Θ,
dϕ = ϕ ∧ κ− ϕ ∧ θ +Φ,
(1.11)
where, as in formulas (1.9), ∇g = (dgij − gikω
k
j − gkjω
k
i ), and the 2-forms Θ = (Θ
i
j) and
Φ = (Φi) are the curvature 2-forms. Note that for Θ = Φ = 0, the structure equations
(1.11) coincide with the structure equations (1.9) of the pseudoconformal space Cnq . Thus,
the space Cnq carries the curvature-free CO(p, q)-structure, i.e. the space C
n
q is conformally
flat.
We will now clarify the geometric meaning for the 1-forms θ, κ, and ϕ.
First, we note that the first of equations (1.11) is the condition for the cone Cx to
be invariant. As to other equations of (1.11), if ωi = 0, then they become the structure
equations of a pseudoconformal space Cnq in which also ω
i = 0 being set (i.e. a point A0 is
fixed):
dκ = 0, dθ = −θ ∧ θ, dϕ = ϕ ∧ κ− ϕ ∧ θ. (1.12)
From equations (1.12) it follows that
(i) The form κ is an invariant form of the group H of homotheties acting in the space
Tx(M).
(ii) The form θ is an invariant forms of the special pseudoorthogonal group SO(p, q) leaving
the points x and y invariant.
(iii) The forms κ and θ are invariant forms of the structural groupG of the pseudoconformal
structure CO(p, q) whose transformations leave cone Cx(p, q) invariant. The group G
is isomorphic to the direct product SO(p, q)×H:
G ∼= SO(p, q)×H. (1.13)
(iv) The 1-forms θ, κ, and ϕ are invariant forms of the group G′ which is a differential
prolongation of G. The group G′ is the group of motions of the space (Cnq )x which is
the compactification of the tangent space Tx(M): (C
n
q )x = Tx(M)
⋃
Cy, and (C
n
q )x is
referred to a frame {x, y, ai} where ai are hyperspheres passing through the points x
and y.
(v) The covector ϕ is an invariant form of the group of translations T(p+ q) of the pseudo-
Euclidean space Rnq = C
n
q \Cx whose transformations move the point y.
Thus, the group G′ is isomorphic to the semidirect product G×T(p+ q), i.e.
G′ ∼= G×T(p+ q) ∼= (SO(p, q)×H)×T(p+ q), (1.14)
and is the group of motions of the space Rnq .
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Since the group G′ does not admit further prolongations, a pseudoconformal structure
CO(p, q) is a G-structure of finite type two (see [S 64] for definition of finite type).
The structure equations of the CO(p, q)-structure in the form (1.11) can be found in
[C 23], [Ga 89], [A 85] and [AK 93]. Cartan [C 23] called equations (1.11) the structure
equations of the normal conformal connection associated with the quadratic form g. Note
also that while in [C 23] only proper conformal structures were considered, in [C 22a, b] the
pseudoconformal structures were studied as well.
5. The forms
Θij = b
i
jklω
k ∧ ωl, Φi = cijkω
j ∧ ωk (1.15)
appearing in the last two equations of (1.11) are called the curvature forms of the CO(p, q)-
structure. The quantities bijkl are the components of the tensor of conformal curvature (the
Weyl tensor) b = {bijkl} of the CO(p, q)-structure, and the quantities cijk together with b
i
jkl
constitute a homogeneous geometric object (b, c) = {bijkl, cijk}. The tensor b
i
jkl is defined
in a third-order differential neighborhood of a point x ∈M . It satisfies all conditions which
the curvature tensor of a Riemannian manifold satisfies, and in addition, the tensor bijkl is
trace-free:
bijki = 0 (1.16)
(see, for example, the book [E 26]).
The geometric object (b, c) is defined in a fourth differential neighborhood of a point
x ∈ M . If n ≥ 4, the quantities cijk are expressed linearly in terms of the covariant
derivatives of the tensor bijkl:
cijk = −
1
n− 3
bmijk,m. (1.17)
Thus, if n ≥ 4 and b = 0, then c = 0, and the CO(p, q)-structure is locally flat. Note
that if n = 3, then b ≡ 0, and the condition c = 0 is the condition for the CO(p, q)-structure
to be locally flat.
Since the second equation of (1.11) does not have an exterior quadratic form of type
(1.15), a CO(p, q)-structure is torsion-free.
It is proved in [A 83] (see also [AK 93]) that for the CO(2, 2)-structure, the tensor b of
conformal curvature splits into two subtensors bα and bβ: b = bα+˙bβ, and bα and bβ are the
curvature tensors of the fibre bundles Eα and Eβ (see subsection 3). Each of the subtensors
bα and bβ has five independent components.
Since for the CO(1, 3)-structure, the fiber bundles Eα and Eβ are complex conjugates,
its curvature tensor admits two complex conjugate representations bα and bβ, bβ = bα,
which themselves are the curvature tensors of the fiber bundles Eα and Eβ . For the CO(4)-
structure, we again have the splitting b = bα+˙bβ, and the subtensors bα and bβ are self-
conjugates: bα = bα and bβ = bβ .
For p+ q = 4, a conformal CO(p, q)-structure for which the tensor bα or bβ vanishes is
called conformally semiflat. If both these tensors vanish, the structure is called conformally
flat. The conditions which the tensors bα and bβ satisfy show that only the CO(2, 2)- and
CO(4)-structures can be conformally semiflat, and that the CO(1, 3)-structure cannot be
conformally semiflat without being conformally flat.
It is easy to see that the conformally flat CO(2, 2)-structure is locally isomorphic to the
structure of the pseudoconformal space C42 .
Finally note that for the CO(4)-structure the notion of local semiflatness is connected
with the notions of self-duality and anti-self-duality introduced in [AHS 78].
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2 Grassmann Structures
1. Let Pn be an n-dimensional projective space. The set of m-dimensional subspaces
Pm ⊂ Pn is called the Grassmann manifold, or the Grassmannian, and is denoted by the
symbol G(m,n). It is well-known that the Grassmannian is a differentiable manifold, and
that its dimension is equal to ρ = (m + 1)(n − m). It will be convenient for us to set
p = m+ 1 and q = n−m. Then we have n = p+ q − 1.
Let a subspace Pm = x be an element of the Grassmannian G(m,n). With any subspace
x, we associate a family of projective point frames {Au}, u = 0, 1, . . . n, such that the vertices
Aα, α = 0, 1, . . . ,m, of its frames lie in the plane P
m, and the points Ai, i = m + 1, . . . , n,
lie outside Pm and together with the points Aα make up the frame {Au} of the space P
n.
We will write the equations of infinitesimal displacement of the moving frames we have
chosen in the form:
dAu = θ
v
uAv, u, v = 0, . . . , n. (2.1)
Since the fundamental group of the space Pn is locally isomorphic to the group SL(n+ 1),
the forms θvu are connected by the relation
θuu = 0. (2.2)
The structure equations of the space Pn have the form
dθvu = θ
w
u ∧ θ
v
w. (2.3)
By (2.3), the exterior differential of the left-hand side of equations (2.1) is identically equal
to 0, and hence the system of equations (2.1) is completely integrable.
By (2.1), we have
dAα = θ
β
αAβ + θ
i
αAi.
It follows that the 1-forms θiα are basis forms of the Grassmannian. These forms are linearly
independent, and their number is equal to ρ = (m + 1)(n − m) = pq, i.e. it equals the
dimension of the Grassmannian G(m,n). We will assume that the integers p and q satisfy
the inequalities p ≥ 2 and q ≥ 2, since for p = 1, we have m = 0, and the Grassmannian
G(0, n) is the projective space Pn, and for q = 1, we have m = n−1, and the Grassmannian
G(n− 1, n) is isomorphic to the dual projective space (Pn)∗.
Let us rename the basis forms by setting θiα = ω
i
α and find their exterior differentials:
dωiα = θ
β
α ∧ ω
i
β + ω
j
α ∧ θ
i
j . (2.4)
Define the trace-free forms
ωβα = θ
β
α −
1
p
δβαθ
γ
γ , ω
i
j = θ
i
j −
1
q
δji θ
k
k , (2.5)
satisfying the conditions
ωαα = 0, ω
i
i = 0. (2.6)
Eliminating the forms θβα and θ
j
i from equations (2.4), we find that
dωiα = ω
β
α ∧ ω
i
β + ω
j
α ∧ ω
i
j + κ ∧ ω
i
α, (2.7)
where κ =
1
p
θγγ −
1
q
θkk , or by (2.2),
κ =
(1
p
+
1
q
)
θγγ . (2.8)
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Setting
ωαi = −
(1
p
+
1
q
)
θαi (2.9)
and taking the exterior derivatives of equations (2.7) and (2.8), we obtain dω
β
α = ω
γ
α ∧ ω
β
γ +
q
p+ q
ωkγ ∧ (δ
β
αω
γ
k − pδ
γ
αω
β
k ),
dωij = ω
k
j ∧ ω
i
k +
p
p+ q
(δijω
γ
k − qδ
i
kω
γ
j ) ∧ ω
k
γ ,
(2.10)
and
dκ = ωαi ∧ ω
i
α. (2.11)
Exterior differentiation of equations (2.9) gives
dωαi = ω
j
i ∧ ω
α
j + ω
β
i ∧ ω
α
β + ω
α
i ∧ κ. (2.12)
Finally, exterior differentiation of equations (2.12) leads to identities.
Thus, the structure equations of the Grassmannian G(m,n) take the form (2.7), (2.10),
(2.11), and (2.12). This system of differential equations is closed in the sense that its further
exterior differentiation leads to identities.
If we fix a subspace x = Pm ⊂ Pn, then we obtain ωiα = 0, and equations (2.10) and
(2.11) become
dpiβα = pi
γ
α ∧ pi
β
γ , dpi
i
j = pi
k
j ∧ pi
i
k, dpi = 0, (2.13)
where pi = κ(δ), piβα = ω
β
α(δ), pi
i
j = ω
i
j(δ), and δ is the operator of differentiation with respect
to the fiber parameters of the second order frame bundle associated with the Grassmannian
G(m,n). Moreover, the forms piβα and pi
i
j satisfy equations similar to equations (2.6), i.e.
these forms are trace-free. The forms piβα are invariant forms of the group SL(p) which
is locally isomorphic to the group of projective transformations of the subspace Pm. The
forms piij are invariant forms of the group SL(q) which is locally isomorphic to the group of
projective transformations of the bundle of (m+ 1)-dimensional subspaces of the space Pn
containing Pm. The form pi is an invariant form of the group H = R∗ ⊗ Id of the space Pn
with center at Pm; here R∗ is the multiplicative group of real numbers.
The direct product of these three groups is the structural group G of the Grassmann
manifold G(m,n):
G = SL(p)× SL(q) ×H. (2.14)
Finally, the forms piαi = ω
α
i (δ), which by (2.12) satisfy the structure equations
dpiαi = pi
j
i ∧ pi
α
j + pi
β
i ∧ pi
α
β + pi
α
i ∧ pi, (2.15)
are also fiber forms on the Grassmannian G(m,n) but unlike the forms piβα, pi
j
i and pi, they
are connected with the third-order frame bundle of the Grassmannian G(m,n).
The forms piβα, pi
i
j , pi, and pi
α
i , satisfying the structure equations (2.13) and (2.15), are
invariant forms of the group
G′ = G×T(pq) (2.16)
arising under the differential prolongation of the structure group G of the Grassmannian
G(m,n). The group G′ is the group of motions of an (n−m− 1)-quasiaffine space Ann−m−1
(see [R 59]) which is a projective space Pn with a fixed m-dimensional subspace Pm = A0∧
A1∧ . . .∧Am and the generating element P
n−m−1 = Am+1∧ . . .∧An. The dimension of the
space Ann−m−1 coincides with the dimension of the Grassmannian G(n−m− 1, n), and this
dimension is the same as the dimension of the Grassmannian G(m,n): ρ = (m+1)(n−m).
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The forms piαi are invariant forms of the group T(pq) of parallel translations of the space
Ann−m−1, and the group G is the stationary subgroup of its element P
n−m−1.
In the index-free notation, the structure equations (2.7) and (2.10)–(2.12) of the Grass-
mannian G(m,n) can be written as follows:
dω = κ ∧ ω − ω ∧ θα − θβ ∧ ω,
dθα + θα ∧ θα =
q
p+ q
[
−Iαtr (ϕ ∧ ω) + pϕ ∧ ω
]
,
dθβ + θβ ∧ θβ =
p
p+ q
[
−Iβtr (ϕ ∧ ω) + qω ∧ ϕ
]
,
dκ = tr (ϕ ∧ ω),
dϕ+ θα ∧ ϕ+ ϕ ∧ θβ + κ ∧ ϕ = −(aϕ) ∧ ω,
(2.17)
where ω = (ωiα) is the matrix 1-form defined in the first-order fiber bundle; κ is a scalar
1-form; θα = (ω
α
β ) and θβ = (ω
i
j) are the matrix 1-forms defined in a second order fiber
bundle for which
tr θα = 0, tr θβ = 0;
ϕ = (ωαi ) is a matrix 1-form defined in a third-order fiber bundle; and Iα = (δ
β
α) and
Iβ = (δ
j
i ) are the unit tensors of orders p and q, respectively.
Along with the Grassmannian G(m,n), in the space Pn one can consider the dual man-
ifold G(n−m− 1, n). Its base forms are the forms ωαi , and its geometry is identical to that
of the Grassmannian G(m,n).
2. With the help of Grassmann coordinates, the Grassmannian G(m,n) can be mapped
onto a smooth algebraic variety Ω(m,n) of dimension ρ = pq embedded into a projective
space PN of dimension N =
(
p+q
p
)
− 1.
Suppose that x = A0 ∧ A1 ∧ . . . ∧ Am is a point of the variety Ω(m,n). Then
dx = τx + ωiαe
α
i , (2.18)
where τ = ω00 + . . .+ ω
m
m and
eαi = A0 ∧ . . . ∧ Aα−1 ∧Ai ∧ Aα+1 ∧ . . . ∧ Am,
and the points eαi together with the point x determine a basis in the tangent subspace Tx(Ω).
The second differential of the point x satisfies the relation
d2x ≡
∑
α<β,i<j
(ωiαω
j
β − ω
j
αω
i
β)e
αβ
ij (mod Tx(Ω)), (2.19)
where
eαβij = A0 ∧ . . . ∧Aα−1 ∧ Ai ∧Aα+1 ∧ . . . ∧Aβ−1 ∧ Aj ∧ Aβ+1 ∧ . . . ∧ Am
are points of the space PN lying on the variety Ω(m,n). The quadratic forms
ωijαβ = ω
i
αω
j
β − ω
j
αω
i
β (2.20)
are the second fundamental forms of the variety Ω ⊂ PN .
The equations ωijαβ = 0 determine the cone of asymptotic directions of the variety Ω at
a point x ∈ Ω. The equations of this cone can be written as follows:
rank (ωiα) = 1. (2.21)
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In view of (2.21), parametric equations of this cone have the form
ωiα = tαs
i, α = 0, 1, . . . ,m; i = m+ 1, . . . , n. (2.22)
If we consider a projectivization of this cone, then tα and s
i can be taken as homoge-
neous coordinates of projective spaces Pm and Pn−m−1. Thus such a projectivization is an
embedding of the direct product P p−1 × P q−1 into a projective space P ρ−1 of dimension
ρ− 1. Such an embedding is called the Segre variety and is denoted by S(p− 1, q− 1). This
is the reason that the cone of asymptotic directions of the variety Ω determined by equations
(2.21) is called the Segre cone. This cone is denoted by SCx(p, q) since it carries two families
of plane generators of dimensions p and q. Plane generators from different families of the
cone SCx(p, q) have a common straight line. It is possible to prove that the cone SCx(p, q)
is the intersection of the tangent subspace Tx(Ω) and the variety Ω:
Cx(p, q) = Tx(Ω) ∩ Ω.
The differential geometry of Grassmannians was studied in detail in the paper [A 82b].
3 Almost Grassmann Structures
1. Now we can define the notion of an almost Grassmann structure.
Definition 3.1 Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension pq, and let SC(p, q) be a
differentiable fibration of Segre cones with the baseM such that SCx(M) ⊂ Tx(M), x ∈M .
The pair (M,SC(p, q)) is said to be an almost Grassmann structure and is denoted by
AG(p−1, p+ q−1). The manifold M endowed with such a structure is said to be an almost
Grassmann manifold.
As was the case for Grassmann structures, the almost Grassmann structure AG(p −
1, p+ q− 1) is equivalent to the structure AG(q− 1, p+ q− 1) since both of these structures
are generated on the manifold M by a differentiable family of Segre cones SCx(p, q).
Let us consider some examples.
Example 3.2 The main example of an almost Grassmann structure is the almost Grass-
mann structure associated with the Grassmannian G(m,n). As we saw, there is a field of
Segre cones SCx(p, q) = Tx(Ω)
⋂
Ω, x ∈ Ω, where p = m+ 1 and q = n−m, which defines
an almost Grassmann structure.
Example 3.3 Consider a pseudoconformal CO(2, 2)-structure on a four-dimensional man-
ifold M . The isotropic cones Cx of this structure carry two families of plane generators.
Hence, these cones are Segre cones SCx(2, 2). Therefore, a pseudoconformal CO(2, 2)-
structure is an almost Grassmann structure AG(1, 3).
If we complexify the four-dimensional tangent subspace Tx(M
4) and consider Segre cones
with complex generators, then conformal CO(1, 3)- and CO(4, 0)-structures can also be
considered as complex almost Grassmann structures of the same type AG(1, 3). However,
in this paper, we will consider only real almost Grassmann structures.
Almost Grassmann structures arise also in the study of multidimensional webs (see [AS
92] and [G 88]).
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Example 3.4 Consider a three-web formed on a manifold M2q of dimension 2q by three
foliations λu, u = 1, 2, 3, of codimension q which are in general position (see [A 69] and [AS
92]).
Through any point x ∈ M2q, there pass three leaves Fu belonging to the foliations λu.
In the tangent subspace Tx(M
2q), we consider three subspaces Tx(Fu) which are tangent
to Fu at the point x. If we take the projectivization of this configuration with center
at the point x, then we obtain a projective space P 2q−1 of dimension 2q − 1 containing
three subspaces of dimension q − 1 which are in general position. These three subspaces
determine a Segre variety S(1, q− 1), and the latter variety is the directrix for a Segre cone
SCx(2, q) ⊂ Tx(M
2q). Thus, on M2q, a field of Segre cones arises, and this field determines
an almost Grassmann structure on M2q.
The structural group of the web W (3, 2, q) is smaller than that of the induced almost
Grassmann structure, since transformations of this group must keep invariant the subspaces
Tx(Fu). Thus, the structural group of the three-web is the group GL(q).
Example 3.5 Consider a (p+1)-webW (p+1, p, q) = (M ;λ1, . . . , λp+1) formed on a differ-
entiable manifold M of dimension pq by p+ 1 foliations λu, u = 1, . . . , p+ 1, of dimension
q which are in general position on M (see [G 73] or [G 88]).
As in Example 3.4, the tangent spaces Tx(Fu) define the cone SCx(p, q) ⊃ Tx(Fu), and
the field of these cones defines an almost Grassmann structure AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1) on M .
The structural group of the web W (p+ 1, p, q) is the same group G = GL(q) as for the
web W (3, 2, q), and this group does depend on p.
2. The structural group of the almost Grassmann structure is a subgroup of the gen-
eral linear group GL(pq) of transformations of the space Tx(M), which leave the cone
SCx(p, q) ⊂ Tx(M) invariant. We denote this group by G = GL(p, q).
To clarify the structure of this group, in the tangent space Tx(M), we consider a family
of frames {eαi }, α = 1, . . . , p; i = p + 1, . . . , p + q, such that for any fixed i, the vectors
eαi belong to a p-dimensional generator ξ of the Segre cone SCx(p, q), and for any fixed α,
the vectors eαi belong to a q-dimensional generator η of SCx(p, q). In such a frame, the
equations of the cone SCx(p, q) can be written as follows:
ziα = tαs
i, α = 1, . . . , p, i = p+ 1, . . . , p+ q, (3.1)
where ziα are the coordinates of a vector z = z
i
αe
α
i ⊂ Tx(M), and tα and s
i are parameters
on which a vector z ⊂ SCx(M) depends.
The family of frames {eαi } attached to the cone SCx(p, q) admits a transformation of
the form
′eαi = A
α
βA
j
ie
β
j , (3.2)
where (Aαβ ) and (A
i
j) are nonsingular square matrices of orders p and q, respectively. These
matrices are not defined uniquely since they admit a multiplication by reciprocal scalars.
However, they can be made unique by restricting to unimodular matrices (Aαβ ) or (A
j
i ):
det(Aαβ ) = 1 or det(A
j
i ) = 1. Thus the structural group of the almost Grassmann structure
defined by equations (3.2), can be represented in the form
G = SL(p)×GL(q) ∼= GL(p)× SL(q), (3.3)
where SL(p) and SL(q) are special linear groups of dimension p and q, respectively. Such a
representation has been used by Hangan [H 66, 68, 80], Goldberg [G 75a] (see also the book
[G 88], Chapter 2), and Mikhailov [M 78]. Unlike this approach, we will assume that both
matrices (Aαβ ) and (A
j
i ) are unimodular but the right-hand side of equation (3.2) admits a
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multiplication by a scalar factor. As a result, we obtain a more symmetric representation
of the group G:
G = SL(p)× SL(q) ×H, (3.4)
where H = R∗ ⊗ Id is the group of homotheties of the Tx(M).
It follows that an almost Grassmann structure AG(m,n) is a G-structure of first order.
It follows from condition (3.1) that p-dimensional plane generators ξ of the Segre cone
SCx(p, q) are determined by values of the parameters s
i, and tα are coordinates of points
of a generator ξ. But a plane generator ξ is not changed if we multiply the parameters si
by the same number. Thus, the family of plane generators ξ depends on q − 1 parameters.
Similarly, q-dimensional plane generators η of the Segre cone SCx(p, q) are determined
by values of the parameters tα, and s
i are coordinates of points of a generator η. But a
plane generator η is not changed if we multiply the parameters tα by the same number.
Thus, the family of plane generators η depends on p− 1 parameters.
The p-dimensional subspaces ξ form a fiber bundle on the manifold M . The base of
this bundle is the manifold M , and its fiber attached to a point x ∈ M is the set of all
p-dimensional plane generators ξ of the Segre cone SCx(p, q). The dimension of a fiber is
q − 1, and it is parametrized by means of a projective space Pα, dimPα = q − 1. We will
denote this fiber bundle of p-subspaces by Eα = (M,Pα).
In a similar manner, q-dimensional plane generators η of the Segre cone SCx(p, q) form
onM the fiber bundle Eβ = (M,Pβ) with the baseM and fibers of dimension p−1 = dimPβ .
The fibers are q-dimensional plane generators η of the Segre cone SCx(p, q).
Consider the manifold Mα = M × Pα of dimension pq + q − 1. The fiber bundle Eα
induces onMα the distribution ∆α of plane elements ξα of dimension q. In a similar manner,
on the manifold Mβ = M × Pβ the fiber bundle Eβ induces the distribution ∆β of plane
elements ηβ of dimension p.
Definition 3.6 An almost Grassmann structure AG(p − 1, p + q − 1) is said to be α-
semiintegrable if the distribution ∆α is integrable on this structure. Similarly, an almost
Grassmann structure AG(p − 1, p+ q − 1) is said to be β-semiintegrable if the distribution
∆β is integrable on this structure. A structure AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1) is called integrable if it
is both α- and β-semiintegrable.
Integral manifolds V˜α of the distribution ∆α of an α-semiintegrable almost Grassmann
structure are of dimension p. They are projected on the original manifold M in the form
of a submanifold Vα of the same dimension p, which, at any of its points, is tangent to
the p-subspace ξα of the fiber bundle Eα. Through each point x ∈ M , there passes a
(q − 1)-parameter family of submanifolds Vα.
Similarly, integral manifolds V˜β of the distribution ∆β of a β-semiintegrable almost
Grassmann structure are of dimension q. They are projected on the original manifold M in
the form of a submanifold Vα of the same dimension q, which, at any of its points, is tangent
to the q-subspace ηβ of the fiber bundle Eβ . Through each point x ∈ M , there passes a
(p− 1)-parameter family of submanifolds Vβ .
If an almost Grassmann structure on M is integrable, then through each point x ∈ M ,
there pass a (q− 1)-parameter family of submanifolds Vα and a (p− 1)-parameter family of
submanifolds Vβ which were described above.
The Grassmann structureG(m,n) is an integrable almost Grassmann structureAG(m,n)
since through any point x ∈ Ω(m,n), onto which the manifold G(m,n) is mapped bijectively
under the Grassmann mapping, there pass a (q−1)-parameter family of p-dimensional plane
generators (which are the submanifolds Vα) and a (p−1)-parameter family of q-dimensional
plane generators (which are the submanifolds Vβ). In the projective space P
n, to subman-
ifolds Vα there corresponds a family of m-dimensional subspaces belonging to a subspace
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of dimension m + 1, and to submanifolds Vβ there corresponds a family of m-dimensional
subspaces passing through a subspace of dimension m− 1.
3. We will now write the structure equations which the forms ωiα satisfy. These structure
equations differ from equations (2.7) only by the fact that they contain an additional term
with the product of the basis forms:
dωiα = ω
β
α ∧ ω
i
β + ω
j
α ∧ ω
i
j + κ ∧ ω
i
α + u
iβγ
αjkω
j
β ∧ ω
k
γ , (3.5)
where uiβγαjk = −u
iγβ
αkj , and as earlier (see conditions (2.6)), we have
ωγγ = 0, ω
k
k = 0. (3.6)
If we prolong equations (3.5), we can see that the quantities uiβγαjk as well as the quantities
uβγαk = u
iβγ
αik and u
iγ
jk = u
iαγ
αjk form geometric objects defined in a second-order neighborhood
of the almost Grassmann structure AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1).
The following lemma can be proved (see [AG 96], Section 7.2):
Lemma 3.7 By a reduction of third-order frames of the almost Grassmann structure AG(p−
1, p+ q − 1), the geometric objects uβγαk and u
iγ
jk can be reduced to 0:
uβγαk = 0, u
iγ
jk = 0.
The reduction indicated in Lemma 3.7 can be carried out by means of the fiber forms
piβγαk and pi
iγ
jk which appear if one finds exterior differentials of the forms ω
β
α and ω
i
j .
If we denote by aiβγαjk the values of the quantities u
iβγ
αjk in a reduced third order frame,
then the quantities aiβγαjk satisfy the conditions
aiαγαjk = 0, a
iβγ
αik = 0, (3.7)
aiβγαjk = −a
iγβ
αkj , (3.8)
and
∇δa
iβγ
αjk + a
iβγ
αjkpi = 0, (3.9)
where ∇δa
iβγ
αjk = δa
iβγ
αjk − a
iβγ
σjkpi
σ
α − a
iβγ
αskpi
s
j − a
iβγ
αjspi
s
k + a
sβγ
αjkpi
i
s + a
iσγ
αjkpi
β
σ + a
iβσ
αjkpi
γ
σ ,
piεm = ω
ε
m(δ), pi
β
α = ω
β
α(δ), pi
j
i = ω
j
i (δ). This implies the following theorem.
Theorem 3.8 The quantities aiβγαjk, defined in a second-order neighborhood by the reduc-
tion of third-order frames indicated above, form a relative tensor of weight −1 and satisfy
conditions (3.7) and (3.8).
Definition 3.9 The tensor a = {aiβγαjk} is said to be the first structure tensor, or the torsion
tensor, of an almost Grassmann manifold AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1).
After the reduction of third-order frames has been made, the first structure equations
(3.5) become
dωiα = ω
j
α ∧ ω
i
j + ω
β
α ∧ ω
i
β + κ ∧ ω
i
α + a
iβγ
αjkω
j
β ∧ ω
k
γ . (3.10)
The expressions of the components of the tensor a = {aiβγαjk} in the general (not reduced)
third-order frame was found in [G 75] (see also [G 88], Section 2.2). These expressions are:
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aiβγαjk = u
iβγ
αjk −
2
q2 − 1
δi[j
(
qu
[βγ]
|α|k] + u
[γβ]
|α|k]
)
−
2
p2 − 1
δ[βα
(
pu
|i|γ]
[jk] + u
|i|γ]
[kj]
)
+
2
(p2 − 1)(q2 − 1)
[
(pq − 1)
(
δi[jδ
[β
|α|u
γ]
k] + δ
i
[kδ
[β
|α|u˜
γ]
j]
)
+(q − p)
(
δi[jδ
[β
|α|u˜
γ]
k] + δ
i
[kδ
[β
|α|u
γ]
j]
)]
,
(3.11)
where the alternation is carried out with respect to the pairs of indices
(
β
j
)
,
(
γ
k
)
or
(
β
k
)
,
(
γ
j
)
,
and uγk = u
lγ
lk = u
lσγ
σlk = u
σγ
σk , u˜
γ
k = u
lγ
kl = u
lσγ
σkl = −u
lγσ
σlk = −u
γσ
σk.
If we prolong equations (3.10) and make a reduction of fourth order frames of the almost
Grassmann structure AG(p − 1, p + q − 1), we will find the following remaining structure
equations of AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1) which the forms ωβα, ω
i
j and κ satisfy:
dωβα − ω
γ
α ∧ ω
β
γ =
q
p+ q
(
δβαω
k
γ ∧ ω
γ
k − pω
k
α ∧ ω
β
k
)
+ bβγδαklω
k
γ ∧ ω
l
δ,
dωij − ω
k
j ∧ ω
i
k =
p
p+ q
(
δijω
γ
k ∧ ω
k
γ − qω
γ
j ∧ ω
i
γ
)
+ biγδjklω
k
γ ∧ ω
l
δ,
dκ = ωαi ∧ ω
i
α,
(3.12)
where the quantities bβδεαlm and b
iδε
jlm are defined in a third-order neighborhood and satisfy
the conditions
bβδεαlm = −b
βεδ
αml, b
iδε
jlm = −b
iεδ
jml,
bσδεσlm = 0, b
kδε
klm = 0,
bγαδαkl − b
iγδ
kil + b
δαγ
αlk − b
iδγ
lik = 0.
(3.13)
Note that the last conditions in (3.12) and (3.13) are the result of reduction of fourth-order
frames mentioned above.
If we prolong equations (3.12) and set ωi = 0 in the resulting equations, we find that
the quantities bβδεαlm and b
iδε
jlm satisfy the following equations:
∇δb
βγδ
αkl + 2b
βγδ
αkl pi −
pq
2(p+ q)
(
2δβε a
mγδ
αkl − δ
γ
αa
mβδ
εkl + δ
δ
αa
mβγ
εlk
)
piεm = 0,
∇δb
iγδ
jkl + 2b
iγδ
jklpi +
pq
2(p+ q)
(
2δmj a
iγδ
εkl − δ
i
ka
mγδ
εjl + δ
i
la
iδγ
εjk
)
piεm = 0,
(3.14)
where the operator ∇δ is defined in the same way as in formula (3.9), and δ is the symbol
of differentiation with respect to the fiber parameters. It follows from equations (3.14)
that the quantities {bβγδαlm} and {b
iαβ
jlm} do not form tensors or even homogeneous geometric
objects but the quantities {bβγδαlm, a
iβγ
αjk} as well as the quantities {b
iαβ
jlm, a
iβγ
αjk} form linear
homogeneous objects. They represent two subobjects of the second structure object (or the
torsion-curvature object) {aiβγαjk, b
βγδ
αlm, b
iαβ
jlm} of the almost Grassmann structure
AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1).
Moreover, the prolongation of equations (3.12) leads to the following structure equations:
dωαi − ω
β
i ∧ ω
α
β − ω
j
i ∧ ω
α
j + κ ∧ ω
α
i = c
αβγ
ijk ω
k
γ ∧ ω
j
β − a
kαβ
γij ω
γ
k ∧ ω
j
β , (3.15)
where cαβγijk = −c
αγβ
ikj .
In addition, taking exterior derivatives of the last equation of (3.12) and applying (3.10)
and (3.15), we find the following condition for the quantities cαβγijk :
c
[αβγ]
[ijk] = 0. (3.16)
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Finally, if we prolong equations (3.15), we find that[
∇cαβγijk +3c
αβγ
ijk κ− b
αγβ
σkj ω
σ
i + b
lγβ
ikj ω
α
l + (a
lαβ
δij a
mδγ
εlk + a
mαδ
εil a
lγβ
δkj)ω
ε
m
+(2cαεδimla
lγβ
βkjω
m
ε − c
δβγ
ljk a
lαε
δim)ω
m
ε
]
∧ ωkγ ∧ ω
j
β = 0,
(3.17)
where ∇cαβγijk = dc
αβγ
ijk − c
αβγ
ljk ω
l
i− c
αβγ
ilk ω
l
j − c
αβγ
ijl ω
l
k+ c
δβγ
ijk ω
α
δ + c
αδγ
ijk ω
β
δ + c
αβδ
ijk ω
γ
δ . For ω
i
α = 0,
it follows from equation (3.17) that
∇δc
αδγ
ilk + 3c
αβγ
ilk pi − b
αγδ
σkl pi
σ
i + b
jγδ
ikl pi
α
j + (a
jαδ
βil a
mβγ
εjk + a
mαβ
εij a
jγδ
βkl)pi
ε
m = 0. (3.18)
Equations (3.9), (3.13) and (3.18) prove that the quantities {aiβγαjk, b
βγδ
αkm, b
lβγ
ijk , c
αβγ
ijk }
also form a linear homogeneous object which is called the third structure object of the
almost Grassmann structure AG(m,n). Note that the torsion tensor {aiβγαjk} is defined in
a second-order differential neighborhood of a point x ∈ M , the second structure object
{aiβγαjk, b
βγδ
αkm, b
iαβ
jlm} is defined in a third-order differential neighborhood of a point x ∈ M ,
and the third structure object {aiβγαjk, b
βγδ
αkm, b
lβγ
ijk , c
αβγ
ijk } is defined in a fourth differential
neighborhood of a point x ∈M .
The structure equations (3.10), (3.12) and (3.15) can be written in the index-free notation
as follows: 
dω = κ ∧ ω − ω ∧ θα − θβ ∧ ω +Ω,
dθα + θα ∧ θα =
q
p+ q
[
−Iαtr (ϕ ∧ ω) + pϕ ∧ ω
]
+Θα,
dθβ + θβ ∧ θβ =
p
p+ q
[
−Iβtr (ϕ ∧ ω) + qω ∧ ϕ
]
+Θβ,
dκ = tr (ϕ ∧ ω),
dϕ+ θα ∧ ϕ+ ϕ ∧ θβ + κ ∧ ϕ = −(aϕ) ∧ ω +Φ,
(3.19)
where ω = (ωiα) is a matrix 1-form defined in the first order frame bundle; κ is a scalar
1-form, θα = (ω
α
β ) and θβ = (ω
i
j) are the matrix 1-forms defined in the second-order frame
bundle for which
tr θα = 0, tr θβ = 0;
ϕ = (ωαi ) is a matrix 1-form defined in a third-order fiber bundle; Iα = (δ
β
α) and Iβ = (δ
j
i )
are the unit tensors of orders p and q, respectively; the 2-form Ω = (Ωiα) is the torsion form;
and the 2-forms Θα = (Θ
α
β), Θβ = (Θ
i
j), and Φ = (Φ
α
i ) are the curvature 2-forms of the
AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1)-structure. The components of 2-forms Ω, Θα, Θβ , and Φ are
Ωiα = a
iβγ
αjkω
k
γ ∧ ω
l
δ, Θ
α
β = b
αγδ
βkl ω
k
γ ∧ ω
l
δ,
Θij = b
iγδ
jklω
k
γ ∧ ω
l
δ, Φ
α
i = c
αγδ
ikl ω
l
δ ∧ ω
k
γ .
(3.20)
4. The restrictions of equations (3.19) to a fiber frame bundle, i.e. for ω = 0, have the
form
dκ = 0,
dθα = −θα ∧ θα, dθβ = −θβ ∧ θβ ,
dϕ = −κ ∧ ϕ− θα ∧ ϕ− ϕ ∧ θβ.
(3.21)
From equations (3.21) it follows that
(1) The form κ is an invariant form of the group H of homotheties acting in the space
Tx(M).
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(2) The forms θα and θβ are invariant forms of the special linear groups SL(p) and SL(q),
respectively.
(3) The 1-forms κ, θα, and θβ are invariant forms of the structural group G of the almost
Grassmann structure AG(m,n) whose transformations leave cone SCx(p, q) invariant.
As noted earlier, the group G is isomorphic to the direct product SL(p)×SL(q)×H:
G ∼= SL(p)× SL(q)×H. (3.22)
(4) The 1-forms κ, θα, θβ . and ϕ are invariant forms of the group G
′ which is a differential
prolongation of G. The group G′ is isomorphic to the group G×T(pq) whose subgroup
T(pq) is defined by the invariant forms ωαi . Thus,
G′ ∼= (SL(p)× SL(q)×H)×T(pq). (3.23)
Since the group G′ does not admit further prolongations, an almost Grassmann structure
AG(m,n) is a G-structure of finite type two.
In order to describe the group G′ geometrically, we compactify the tangent subspace
Tx(M) by enlarging it by the point at infinity, y = ∞, and the Segre cone SCy(p, q) with
its vertex at this point. Then the manifold Tx(M)∩SCy(p, q) is equivalent to the algebraic
variety Ω(p, q). Since the point x, at which the variety Ω(p, q) is tangent to the manifold
M , is fixed, the geometry defined by the group G′ on Ω(p, q) is equivalent to that of the
space obtained as a projection of the variety Ω(p, q) from the point x onto a flat space of
dimension pq. The group G′ is the group of motions of this space, subgroup G is the isotropy
group of this space, and the subgroup T(pq) is the subgroup of parallel translations.
The group G′ can be also represented as the group of motions of a projective space Pn
leaving invariant a fixed subspace Pm = x. The subgroup SL(p) of G′ is locally isomorphic
to the group of projective transformations of the subspace Pm; the subgroup SL(q) of G′
is locally isomorphic to the group of transformations in the bundle of (m+ 1)-dimensional
subspaces of Pn passing through x; its the subgroupH of G′ is the group of homotheties with
its center at x; and the subgroup T(pq) of G′ is the group of translations of the subspaces
y = Pn−m−1 which are complementary to x = Pm in Pn.
5. As it was proved in [G 75] (see also [G 88] and [M 78]), the torsion tensor a = {aiβγαjk}
of an almost Grassmann structure AG(p − 1, p + q − 1) satisfying conditions (3.7)–(3.8)
decomposes into two subtensors:
a = aα+˙aβ , (3.24)
where
aα = {a
iβγ
α(jk)} and aβ = {a
i(βγ)
αjk }.
Note that aiβγ
α(jk) = a
i[βγ]
αjk and a
i(βγ)
αjk = a
iβγ
α[jk]. It is easy to see that the components of
subtensors aα and aβ satisfy the conditions similar to conditions (3.8).
In addition, it is easy to prove that:
(i) If p = 2, then aα = 0.
(ii) If q = 2, then aβ = 0.
There are certain dependencies between three structure objects indicated above. Let us
set b1 = {biγδjkl}, b
2 = {bαγδβkl }, and {c
αγδ
ikl }. It can be proved that
(1) If q > 2, then the components of b2 are expressed in terms of components of the tensor
a and their Pfaffian derivatives, and the components of c are expressed in terms of
components of the object (a, b2) and their Pfaffian derivatives.
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(2) If p > 2, then the components of b1 are expressed in terms of components of the tensor
a and their Pfaffian derivatives, and the components of c are expressed in terms of
components of the (a, b1) and their Pfaffian derivatives.
(iii) If p > 2 and q > 2, then the components of b and c are expressed in terms of components
of the tensor a and their Pfaffian derivatives.
However, the tensor a itself is not arbitrary since if we substitute for the components b
and c their expressions in terms of the tensor a and its Pfaffian derivatives into conditions of
integrability of the structure equations (3.12) and (3.15), we obtain certain algebraic condi-
tions for the components of the tensor a and its covariant derivatives. The latter conditions
are analogues of the Bianchi equations in the theory of spaces with affine connection.
The structure object S = {a, b, c} of the almost Grassmann structure AG(p−1, p+q−1)
is complete in the sense that if we prolong the structure equations (3.19) of AG(p−1, p+q−1),
then all newly arising objects are expressed in terms of the components of the object S and
their Pfaffian derivatives. This follows from the fact that the almost Grassmann structure
AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1) is a G-structure of finite type two.
Definition 3.10 An almost Grassmann structure AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1) is said to be locally
Grassmann (or locally flat) if it is locally equivalent to a Grassmann structure.
This means that a locally flat almost Grassmann structure AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1) admits
a mapping onto an open domain of the algebraic variety Ω(m,n) of a projective space PN ,
where N =
(
n+ 1
m+ 1
)
− 1, m = p − 1, n = p + q − 1, under which the Segre cones of the
structure AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1) correspond to the asymptotic cones of variety Ω(m,n).
From the equivalence theorem of E´. Cartan (see [C 08] or [Ga 89]), it follows that in order
for an almost Grassmann structureAG(p−1, p+q−1) to be locally Grassmann, it is necessary
and sufficient that its structure equations have the form (2.17). Comparing these equations
with equations (3.19), we see that an almost Grassmann structure AG(p − 1, p+ q − 1) is
locally Grassmann if and only if its complete structure object S = (a, b, c) vanishes.
However, as was noted above, if p > 2 and q > 2, the components of b are expressed in
terms of the components of the tensor a and their Pfaffian derivatives, and the components
of c are expressed in terms of the components of the subobject (a, b) and their Pfaffian
derivatives. Moreover, it can be proved that the vanishing of the tensor a on a manifold M
carrying an almost Grassmann structure implies the vanishing of the components of b and
c.
This implies the following result.
Theorem 3.11 For p > 2 and q > 2, an almost Grassmann structure AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1)
is locally Grassmann if and only if its first structure tensor a vanishes.
4 Semiintegrability of Almost Grassmann Structures
1. Now we will prove the following necessary and sufficient conditions for the almost Grass-
mann structure AG(p− 1, p+ q − 1) to be α- or β-semiintegrable.
Theorem 4.1 (1) If p > 2 and q ≥ 2, then for an almost Grassmann structure AG(p −
1, p + q − 1) to be α-semiintegrable, it is necessary and sufficient that the following
condition holds: aα = b
1
α = b
2
α = 0.
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(2) If p ≥ 2 and q > 2, then for an almost Grassmann structure AG(p − 1, p + q − 1) to
be β-semiintegrable, it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions hold:
aβ = b
1
β = b
2
β = 0.
Proof. We will prove part (1) of theorem. The proof of part (2) is similar.
Suppose that θα, α = 1, . . . , p, are basis forms of the subvarieties Vα, dimVα = p,
indicated in Definition 3.6. Then
ωiα = s
iθα, α = 1, . . . , p; i = p+ 1, . . . , p+ q. (4.1)
For the structure AG(p−1, p+q−1) to be α-semiintegrable, it is necessary and sufficient
that system (4.1) be completely integrable. Taking the exterior derivatives of equations (4.1)
by means of structure equations (3.10), we find that
(dsi + sjωij − s
iω) ∧ θα + s
i(dθα − ω
β
α ∧ θβ) = a
iβγ
αjks
jskθβ ∧ θγ . (4.2)
It follows from these equations that
dθα − ω
β
α ∧ θβ = ϕ
β
α ∧ θβ , (4.3)
where ϕβα is an 1-form that is not expressed in terms of the basis forms θα.
For brevity, we set
ϕi = dsi + sjωij − s
iω. (4.4)
Then the exterior quadratic equation (4.2) takes the form:
(δβαϕ
i + siϕβα) ∧ θβ = a
iβγ
αjks
jskθβ ∧ θγ . (4.5)
From (4.5) it follows that for θα = 0, the 1-form δ
β
αϕ
i + siϕβα vanishes:
δβαϕ
i(δ) + siϕβα(δ) = 0. (4.6)
Contracting equation (4.6) with respect to the indices α and β, we find that
ϕi = −siϕ(δ), ϕβα = δ
β
αϕ(δ), (4.7)
where we set ϕ(δ) = 1
p
ϕγγ .
It follows from (4.7) that on the subvariety Vα, the 1-forms ϕ
i and ϕβα can be written as
follows:
ϕi = −siϕ+ siβθβ , ϕ
β
α = δ
β
αϕ+ ŝ
βγ
α θγ . (4.8)
Substituting these expressions into equations (4.3) and (4.4), we find that
dθα − ω
β
α ∧ θβ = s
βγ
α θγ ∧ θβ (4.9)
where sβγα = ŝ
[βγ]
α , and
dsi + sjωij − s
iκ = −siϕ+ siβθβ . (4.10)
Substituting (4.9) and (4.10) into equation (4.2), we obtain
− sisβγα − δ
[β
α s
|i|γ] = a
i[βγ]
αjk s
jsk. (4.11)
Contracting equation (4.11) with respect to the indices α and β, we find that
−2sisαγα − ps
iγ + siγ = 0.
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It follows that
siγ = sisγ , (4.12)
where we set sγ = − 2
p−1s
αγ
α . Substituting (4.12) into (4.11), we find that
si(δγαs
β − δβαs
γ − 2sβγα ) = 2a
i[βγ]
αjk s
jsk. (4.13)
It follows that
δγαs
β − δβαs
γ − 2sβγα = s
βγ
αj s
j , (4.14)
where sβγαj = −s
γβ
αj . Substituting (4.14) into (4.13), we arrive at the equation
sβγ
α(jδ
i
k) = a
iβγ
α(jk), (4.15)
where the alternation sign in the right-hand side was dropped since aiβγ
α(jk) = a
i[βγ]
αjk .
Contracting (4.15) with respect to the indices i and j and taking into account equations
(3.7) and (3.8), we obtain
sβγαk = 0. (4.16)
By (4.15), it follows that
aiβγ
α(jk) = 0. (4.17)
Thus, we proved that if an almost Grassmann structure AG(p − 1, p + q − 1) is α-
semiintegrable, then its torsion tensor satisfies the condition (4.17), i.e. aα = 0.
Since as was noted earlier, for p = 2, the subtensor aα = 0, condition (4.17) is identically
satisfied. Hence while proving sufficiency of this condition for α-semiintegrability, we must
assume that p > 2.
Let us return to equations (4.9) and (4.10). Substitute into equation (4.10) the values
siβ taken from (4.12) and set
ϕ˜ = ϕ− sβθβ . (4.18)
In addition, by (4.16), relations (4.14) imply that
sβγα = δ
[γ
α s
β].
Then equations (4.9) and (4.10) take the form
dθα − (ω
β
α + δ
β
αϕ˜) ∧ θβ = 0 (4.19)
and
dsi + sjωij − s
i(κ− ϕ˜) = 0. (4.20)
Taking the exterior derivatives of (4.20), we obtain the following exterior quadratic equation:
siΦ + biγδjkls
jskslθγ ∧ θδ = 0, (4.21)
where
Φ = dϕ˜−
(p+ 1)q
p+ q
skωγk ∧ θγ .
Next, taking the exterior derivatives of (4.19), we find that
Φ ∧ θα + b
βγδ
αkl s
kslθβ ∧ θγ ∧ θδ = 0. (4.22)
Equation (4.21) shows that the 2-form Φ can be written as
Φ = Aγδkl s
kslθγ ∧ θδ, (4.23)
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where the coefficients Aγδkl are symmetric with respect to the lower indices and skew-
symmetric with respect to the upper indices. Substituting this value of the form Φ into
equations (4.21) and (4.22), we arrive at the conditions:
b
i[γδ]
(jkl) + δ
i
(jA
γδ
kl) = 0 (4.24)
and
b
[βγδ]
α(kl) + δ
[β
α A
γδ]
kl = 0. (4.25)
Contracting equation (4.24) with respect to the indices i and j and equation (4.25) with
respect to the indices α and β, we obtain
2(q + 2)Aγδkl + b
iγδ
kli + b
iγδ
kil + b
iγδ
lik + b
iγδ
lki = 0 (4.26)
and
2(p− 2)Aγδkl + b
γδα
αkl + b
γδα
αlk + b
δαγ
αkl + b
δαγ
αlk = 0. (4.27)
Note that for p = 2,, equation (4.25) becomes an identity, and we will not obtain equations
(4.27).
If we add equations (4.26) and (4.27) and apply the last condition of (3.13), we find that
Aγδkl = 0. (4.28)
As a result, equations (4.24) and (4.25) take the form
b
i[γδ]
(jkl) = 0, b
[βγδ]
α(kl) = 0. (4.29)
By the first conditions of (3.13), conditions (4.29) are equivalent to the conditions
biγδ(jkl) = 0, b
[βγδ]
αkl = 0. (4.30)
It follows from equations (4.28) and (4.23) that
dϕ˜ =
(p+ 1)q
p+ q
skωγk ∧ θγ . (4.31)
Finally, taking the exterior derivatives of equations (4.31) and applying (4.19), (4.20) and
(3.15), we obtain the condition
c
[αβγ]
(ijk) = 0. (4.32)
This equation will not be trivial only if p > 2. It is easy to check that the last condition
follows from integrability condition (3.16).
Thus, the system of Pfaffian equations (4.1), defining integral submanifolds of an α-
semiintegrable almost Grassmann structure, together with Pfaffian equations (4.10) and
(4.31) following from (4.1) is completely integrable if and only if conditions (4.17) and
(4.30) are satisfied. This concludes the proof of part (I) of the theorem.
We introduce the following notations:
b1α = {b
iγδ
(jkl)}, b
2
α = {b
[βγδ]
αkl }, cα = {c
[αβγ]
(ijk) },
b1β = {b
iγδ
[jkl]}, b
2
β = {b
(βγδ)
αkl }, cβ = {c
(αβγ)
[ijk] }.
Note that for p = 2, we have b2α = 0 and cα = 0; for q = 2, we have b
1
β = 0 and cβ = 0;
for p > 2, we have cα = 0; and for q > 2, we have cβ = 0.
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By equations (3.14), the quantities indicated above and the subtensors aα and aβ form
the following geometric objects:
(aα, b
1
α), (aα, b
2
α), Sα = (aα, b
1
α, b
2
α),
(aβ , b
1
β), (aβ , b
2
β), Sβ = (aβ , b
1
β , b
2
β),
which are subobjects of the second structural object and the complete structural object of
the almost Grassmann structure.
Now we consider the cases p = 2 and q = 2. For definiteness, we take the case p = 2.
As we have already seen, for p = 2, the tensor aα as well as the quantities b
2
α and cα
vanish: aα = b
2
α = cα = 0, and the object b
1
α becomes a tensor. Thus, the vanishing of
this tensor is necessary and sufficient for the almost Grassmann structure AG(1, q + 1) to
be α-semiintegrable.
Hence we have proved the following result.
Theorem 4.2 (1) If p = 2, then the structure subobject Sα consists only of the tensor b
1
α,
and the vanishing of this tensor is necessary and sufficient for the almost Grassmann
structure AG(1, q + 1) to be α-semiintegrable.
(2) If q = 2, then the structure subobject Sβ consists only of the tensor b
2
β, and the vanishing
of this tensor is necessary and sufficient for the almost Grassmann structure AG(p−
1, p+ 1) (which is equivalent to the structure AG(1, p+ 1)) to be β-semiintegrable.
(3) If p = q = 2, then the complete structural object S consists only of the tensors b1α and
b2β, and the vanishing of one of these tensors is necessary and sufficient for the almost
Grassmann structure AG(1, 3) to be α- and β-semiintegrable, respectively.
We will make two more remarks:
1) The tensors b1α and b
2
β are defined in a third-order differential neighborhood of the almost
Grassmann structure.
2) As was indicated earlier, for p = q = 2, the almost Grassmann structure AG(1, 3) is
equivalent to the conformal CO(2, 2)-structure. Thus, by results of subsection 1.5, we
have the following decomposition of its complete structural object: S = b1α+˙b
2
β. This
matches the splitting of the tensor of conformal curvature of the CO(2, 2)-structure:
b = bα+˙bβ .
If p = 2 or q = 2, the conditions for an almost Grassmann structure to be semiflat or flat
are connected with a differential neighborhood of third order and cannot be expressed in
terms of the torsion tensor a. The reason for this is that if q = 2, then, as we noted earlier,
the tensor aβ automatically vanishes, and if p = 2, then the same is true for the tensor aα.
Finally, if p = q = 2, then for the almost Grassmann structure AG(1, 3) we have a = 0,
and the conditions for an AG(1, 3)-structure to be semiflat or flat are connected with a
differential neighborhood of third order of the manifold.
In fact, if p = q = 2, then the almost Grassmann structure AG(1, 3) is equivalent to
the CO(2, 2)-structure. As equations (1.11) show, the torsion tensor of the latter structure
vanishes, and the conditions for a CO(2, 2)-structure to be semiintegrable or integrable are
expressed in terms of the tensor of conformal curvature which is defined in a differential
neighborhood of third order of the manifold.
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2. The following table presents the similarities and differences between the conformal
structures CO(p, q) and almost Grassmann structures AG(m,n):
# Property CO(p, q) AG(m,n)
1. dimM n = p+ q n = p · q,
p = m+ 1, q = n−m
2. Invariant const- 2nd order cone Segre cone
ruction in Tx(M) Cx(p, q) SCx(p, q)
3. Order of s = 1 s = 1
G-structure
4. Structure group G ∼= SO(p, q)×H G ∼= SL(p)× SL(q)×H
5. Prolonged G′ ∼= G×T(p+ q) G′ ∼= G×T(p · q)
structure group
6. Type of t = 2 t = 2
G-structure
7. Existence of torsion-free torsion exists
torsion
8. Complete {b, c} {a, b, c}
structure object
9. Local space (Cnq )x G(m,n)x
10. Locally flat Cnq G(m,n)
structure
11. Existence of p = q = 2: for all p and q:
isotropic bundles Eα(M,SL(2)) and Eα(M,SL(p)) and
Eβ(M,SL(2)) Eβ(M,SL(q))
12. p+ q = p · q =⇒ CO(2, 2) AG(1, 3)
p = q = 2
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